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ATOM F1 EASYFIX BRAZILIAN GRAND PRIX
23 May 2022

From The Race Director Document 3

To All Officials, All Drivers Date 24/05/2022

Time 17:40

The Stewards, hearing from the Race Director, considered the following matter and determine
the following:

No / Driver 74 - Raoul Baldan

Competitor Haas

Session Race

Fact During the Race, at Lap 13 (at 22:03, 22:06 and 22:07) the Driver was called
by the Race Director, being ordered to leave the session due to heavy lag.

Offence Breach of Article 22.3 of the ATOM Regulations
Failure to observe the Race Director orders
(right of the Race Control under Article 11.3.1)

Decision The Driver is disqualified from the Race Results
(5 points imposed on Driver’s Super Licence, total of 15 in the 12-month
period)
The Driver is subject to a 1-race ban due to the excess of the Penalty Points.

Reason The Driver was heard by the Stewards and by the Race Director. He admitted
that he did not purposely follow the indications, because he was trying to
resolve the problem.

The Stewards judge that the first Race Director’s order sent out at 22:03 on the
radio shall be considered definitive as per what contained in Article 11.3.1,
in-towards the other calls made to the Driver, just one order (the first one) was
sufficient. The Race Director tried to call the Driver three times to invite him to
leave the session, excercising Article 12.6. The Driver did not respect the
order, continuing the race and ignoring the calls, failing to comply with Article
12.6. The Driver was reported lagging and caused confusion to the other
competitors.

The Driver ignored Race Control deliberately and such behavior shall be
considered unacceptable. The Stewards are being left no option but imposing
the disqualification, in accordance with Article 32.2.8.



As an ancillary sanction, the Driver is required to skip the next race, following
Article 3.3 of the ATOM Regulations.

Competitors are reminded that they have the right to appeal certain decisions
of the Stewards, in accordance with articles 32.8 and 32.9 of the ATOM F1
2021 Regulations, within 7 days.

Giovanni Rizza Brendan Cahill Omar Avdic

The Stewards


